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ABSTRACT
A relatively fast and easy-to-handle modular code system named KARATE-440 has been
elaborated for steady-state operational calculations ofWER-440 type reactors. It is built up
from cell, assembly and global calculations. In the frame of the program neutron physical
and thermohydraulic processes of the core at normal startup,steady state and slow transient
can be simulated. The verification and validation of the global code have been prepared
recently. The test cases include mathematical benchmark and measurements on operating
WER-440 units. Summary of the results, such as startup parameters, boron letdown curves,
radial and axial power distributions of some cycles ofPaks NPP is presented.

1. Introduction
The program system KARATE-440 has been developed for the calculation of VVER-

440 type reactors. The system consists of three calculation^ levels: the transport calculation
of diffusion type constants and control rod albedos, the fine mesh diffusion calculations inside
the assemblies and reflector regions and the nodal calculations of the core.
In the paper only the core calculation will be presented.

The core calculation program simulates the coupled neutronic and thermohydraulic
processes in the core under startup, operational steady state and slow transient conditions.
The code has the following features:
-The program can be used for the calculation of 60 or 360 degree sector of the core.
-The computation time of the state calculation in the 60 degree case is not more than 60 s.
-The 360 degree 3D neutronic calculation can be connected to a detailed thermohydraulic
model, which is suitable to calculate the six primary loops of the VVER-440 in normal cases
and during some limited malfunctions (inoperable loop or limited flow through some
arbitrarily given assemblies)

-The computational results are organized such a way that they can be used easily for further
fine mesh calculations inside the assemblies.

-A frame program has been worked out to handle the I/O data. In the program windows
(based on LAHEY SPINDRIFT WINDOWS) help the user to prepare input (the geometry,
the core loading pattern, the operational history) and to visualize the output.

The code is working under DOS operating system on IBM PC. The algorithms are written
in LAHEY FORTRAN-77 language.

The paper gives a short description of the core calculation code, its libraries and
shows the result of the comparison of measured and simulated data.
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. 2. The Core Calculation Model
The KARATE core calculation program simulates the coupled neutronic and

thermohydraulic processes in the VVER-440 core under startup, normal and slow transient
conditions. It can be divided into two parts: the steady state and burnup calculations.

The 3D steady state calculation is based on the GLOBUS code[l]. The main features
of GLOBUS are

-analytical solution is used in the nodes;
-the boundary condition assures continuity of face integrated fluxes and currents at
the boundaries of the nodes;

-albedo matrices represent the boundary condition at the reflector-node boundary;
-the boundary entering currents are sought by a powerful response matrix iteration;
-the iteration is accelerated by an upgraded Arnoldi method [2];
-the iteration seeks k^ or critical boron concentration;
-the two-group diffusion theory cross-sections are taken from a parametrized library

that accounts for the most important spectral, burnup and thermohydraulic effects;
-the algorithm is combined with a thermal hydraulics model which allows for

modelling feedback effects.
-special attention has been paid to the control assemblies. They are divided into three

parts:the follower.the connection between fuel and boron steel, the boron steel. The
pure non-multiplying nodes are characterized by albedo matrices.

In the burnup calculations four burnup chains are solved analytically for the fuel regions:
+ 235U
+ 238U - 239Np - 239Pu
+ 135I - I35Xe
+ I49Pm - 149Sm.

The burnout of 10B in the boron steel regions of the control assembly is also calculated.

3. The Few-group Constant Libraries
The group constants required by the applied 2-group neutronics and burnup equations

of short lived isotopes depend on the state of the calculated domains. This dependence
establishes link between the neutronic, the thermo-hydraulic and burnup equations.

The 2-group neutronic constants characterizing the fuel assemblies have been
calculated with the BETTYC code[3], which is based on the asymptotic theory. This
procedure is justified by the slightly perturbed characteristics of VVER-440 type assemblies.
The group constants are considered to be the functions of
- assembly burnup
- 235U, 238U, 239Pu, I35Xe, I49Sm densities
- average fuel temperature
- dissolved boron
- moderator density
- moderator temperature

Because of the possible two phase flow in some abnormal situations the moderator
density and moderator temperature were regarded as independent parameters. The range of
parameters covers assembly states from room temperature to high void content of moderator.

The effect of neutron leakage to the reflector and to the surface of control assemblies
is taken into account via albedo matrices.

For the calculation of the control assembly albedo matrices the COLA transport code
has been used [4]. These albedo matrices depend on the soluble boric acid concentration, the
moderator density and in case of boron steel regions on the 10B content of the steel.
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the calculations.Shorter time steps were used to cover the plants startup phase because of the
' frequent jumps of the operating parameters,such as control group positions, reactor power.

The general agreement between the KARATE calculations and the measurements is
quite good, as it is shown in fig. 4-5 for cycle 4-5 of PAKS IV.
At the beginning of the cycle the boron concentration is always underestimated, which may
be explained by the fact that it is hard to give good averaged data for the start up. At the end
of cycle the calculated curves deviate from the measurements. It originates from the fact that
the boron measurements were corrected by technical parameters in these cases, while the
simulation was done according to the given operational parameters. Because of the course
node-wise step in the controller movement in some time intervals the curves systematically
alter in one direction. Comparison of calculated and measured values for critical boron
concentration in some states of the above mentioned benchmarks are given in table 4.

The presented core follow comparisons between values predicted by KARATE and
measured in different plants prove the accuracy of our code package.
4.4 Calculation of the radial and axial distributions:
An estimation of the assembly power can be obtained from the measurement of its outlet
temperature. In the calculations the uniform coolant inlet temperature was considered to be
the average of the six measured cold leg temperatures. The normalized temperature field:

*.,= ATm=-J2ATj

i and j runs over all the measured positions N (Nratx=210). When the core is supposed to be
symmetric the temperature distributions in all the 60 degree sectors can be derived, so the
variance can be estimated in the measured assemblies:

67>
' \ M(

Here AT^1 is the average of the measured temperatures, M; is the number of measurements
belonging to position i. Fig. 6. and 8. present the derived power distributions and their errors
for NPP Paks Unit 2, Cycle 2 & 5. Fig. 7. and 9. present our calculated radial power
distributions and their deviations from measurements. In spite of the rather small deviations
in general higher deviations can be observed in the peripheral assemblies. The measured
values also have relatively high errors in these positions. Though many calculations have
been evaluated, it does not seem to be any tendency in the deviation of the radial distribution
of these assemblies.

The measured axial power distribution is based on rhodium self power neutron
detector (SPND) signals. Two corrections have to be used in the measurements:

- some part of the current is induced not in the detector but in its cable,
- the rhodium burns out.

Unfortunately the measured current strongly depends on its fuel surroundings, so calculated
values have to be used in the evaluation of the measured current. In the core only 36 SPND
detector-chains consisting of 7 detectors can be found. Having not direct calculated data at
the seven detector elevations, spline interpolation was used to get the appropriate data from
the calculations. The assumption of symmetry is frequently used in these evaluations, too. The
measured and calculated axial power distributions at BOC and EOC of cycle 4 of Unit 4 are
presented in figures 10-11.

The interpretation of measurements and their accuracy are discussed in detail in [5].
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For the calculation of the reflector albedo matrices which depend on the boron concentration
and moderator density a two step procedure has been applied.

- 4-group diffusion constants were calculated in ID geometry with the help of the above
mentioned COLA code for materials of the reflector regions.

- The proper geometrical representation of the several fuel assembly - reflector edge types
was realized in hexagonal fine mesh diffusion calculations.

4. Validation
A numerical benchmark and some measurements prepared at different VVER-type

NPPs were used to test the core calculation model. By means of comparing the calculated
and measured parameters the accuracy of the model can be given.
Well documented experimental data were published by the LOVIISA and KOZLODUY
NPPs. The comparison for these measurements has been prepared [5,6]. Now some new
results measured at PAKS NPP will be presented to show the results of validation.
4.1 Numerical Benchmark:

The 3D benchmark modelling a VVER-440 core was proposed by Seidel [7]. In the
problem the assemblies are homogeneous and characterized by two group diffusion theory
constants. The core is surrounded by additional axial and radial reflector layers. Only a 60
degree sector is supposed. The control assemblies are partly inserted into the core. The
reference solution was calculated with the help of the DIF3D finite difference code.

Characteristic parameters of the GLOBUS for Seidel's 3D benchmark: Ic^ =
1.012120, CPU=86 sec. The reference solution for k^ is 1.01132. The error of the power
distribution is less than 2.4% in the central layers, whereas the error limit is 7.8 % in the
uppermost and lowermost layers with fuel.
4.2 Simulation of Physical Start-up Experiments:

Calculations of the physical startup experiments have been performed with the
KARATE code to demonstrate the adequacy of the few group libraries. The startup physics
test design acceptance criteria were chosen from [8]. The parameters selected for comparison
to measured data and their accepted errors are the following:

- critical boron concentration at zero power [+/-0.28 g/kg],
- efficiency of all control rods [10 %]
- isothermal temperature coefficient of reactivity [+/-5.4 pcm/C]
- reactivity coefficient of boron concentration [ 3 %]

Data for cycles 3-5 of Unit 4 of Paks NPP were collected for these simulations. The burnup
calculations were performed for all the 5 cycles, and collected in a library.

Table 1. shows the comparison between the measured and predicted critical boron
concentrations. Table 2. provides the comparison between measured and predicted SCRAM
reactivity. The critical state parameters are P = . l MW, H ] - 5 =250.0 cm and T^, H6

measured value. The simulations give smaller values than the measurements. Further
calculations were done to investigate their reasons (see [9]).
The measured and calculated isothermal temperature coefficients can be seen in figures 1-3.
The measured values are underestimated in two cases of three, however this quantity strongly
depends on boron concentration and its absolute value is small during physical startup.
Comparison of measured and calculated dp/dcB values are collected in table 3.

The results are within the above mentioned acceptance criterion s.
4.3 Simulation of the Boron Let-Down curve:

The simulation of burnup cycles was performed using about 12 burnup steps. For
each step the reactor power, coolant inlet temperature, coolant flow and the control group
positions were averaged over the time step. Equilibrium 135Xe concentration was assumed in
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Results of the calculated axial distributions for the 2-2 chosen fuel assemblies are presented
by continuous line. The calculated and measured axial power distribution shows characteristic
changes between BOC and EOC states and its error is not more than 3%.

On the basis of the above results, KARATE-440 can be successfully applied for core
calculation.
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Table 1. Measured vs. Predicted Critical Boron Concentrations

unit/
cycle

IV./3.

rv./3.

rv.ra.
rv./3.

IV./4.

IV./4.

IV./4.

IV ./4.

IV./5.

IV./5. •.

core parameters

Thrc]

205.0

206.0

261.7

263.3

217.0

219.3

205.1

265.3

240.0

262.1

H6[cm]

183.4

185.0

218.3

222.7

198.0

202.0

262.1

215.8

195.0

229.3

measurement

7.80

7.88

7.81

7.87

8.66

8.66

8.60

8.60

9.59

9.59

calculation

7.808

7.811

7.654

7.650

8.890

8.883

8.700

8.718

9.780

9.819

Table 2. Measured vs. Predicted Bank Worth
k^[Hli..s=25O.Ocm,Tj11,H4] = 1.0
Sp = (1 .0- 1.0/ktfr[H,j..i6=O.Ocm])*100.0

Unit/
cycle

IV./3.

IV./3.

IV./4.

IV./4.

IV./5.

IV./5.

core p»runelers before SCRAM

TkpCI

263.3

263.3

262.1

262.1

262.1

262.1

H6[cm]

222.7

225.0

205.0

200.0

229.3

225.0

7.87

7.663

8.6

8.64

9.59

9.77

measurement]

-10.3

- 7 . 0 *

-7.84 •

calculations

Srf«]

-10.03

- 6.30 •

- 6.47 •

* the controTrod num.: 21-46 is stucked

Table 3.

unit/
cycle

IV./3.

IV./3.

IV./3.

IV./4.

IV./4.

IV./4.

Measured vs.

reactor parameters

Thpq

261.7

261.7

261.7

265.3

265.3

265.3

K6[cm]

218.3

225.0

225.0

215.8

200.0

200.0

c,[g*s]

7.81

7.63

7.53

8.6

8.65

8.55

Predicted dp/dc.

measurement

V3e,[96/g/ks]

-1.42

-1.47

calculations

ap«c,l*/gft8l

-1.343

-1.445

-1.391

-1.394
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Table 4. Comparison of the calculated and measured boron concentration at EOC

unit/cycle

n./i.

n./2.

n./3.

n./4.

rv./i.

TV.12.

TV.I3.

IVI./4.

IVI./5.

LOVHSA/1.

LOVI1SA/2.

LOVI1SA/3.

KOZLODUY/1.

KOZLODUY/1.

KOZLODUY/2.

KOZLODUY/3.

calculated
Ca

0.04

0.0S7

0.16

0.17

-0.08

-0.02

0.21

0.17

0.20

-0.012

0.03

-0.02

5.10

0.99

-0.02

0.35

measured data

0.027

0.03

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.97

1.14

0.0

0.0

Time [FPD]

336.4

287.5

316.6

290.2

262.7

263.2

253.9

280.7

314.6

285.0

295.4

352.7

27.0

290.1

284.8

345.0

H6 [cm]

248.0

225.0

234.5

243.0

196.0

230.0

240.0

250.0

222.5

250.0

250.0

250.0

150.0

150.0

219.6

250.0

•era
282.0

277.0

279.0

279.4

281.0

279.2

T^rC)

263.7

265.4

265.2

260.0

257.0

256.0

263.0

263.0

263.0

264.0

Power [MW]

1255.4

1237.5

1269.1

1320.0

1298.0

1333.8

1328.2

1300.8

1339.3

1210.0

1060.0

1117.0

1375.0

687.S

838.8

1375.0

• Meosurement
»e««o KARATE

iso 260 "06 ""
Time FPD

Comporison of boron concentrotions
( Cycle 4. of PAKS IV.)

JOB

' Meosurement
oe«oo KARATE

so Y66 250 3001 5 0 2 6 0
Tmt FPD

Comporison of boron concentrotions
( Cycle 5. of PAKS IV.)

Figure 4 Figures
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